A wargame with dynamic pieces for two to six players.
by Jonathan A. Leistiko

Object
Drive your opponents out of the game by running them out of resources or invading
their home base.

You Need
•
•
•
•
•

A MetalTalon board.
Engine (yellow), weapon (red), and shield (blue) tokens.
Faction tokens (black, white, gray, orange, purple, green).
10 faction cards.
A six-sided die.

Setup
Claim a homogenous set of faction tokens.
Engine tokens are worth one credit. Weapon tokens are worth five credits. Shield
tokens are worth 10 credits. You start with 25 credits in tokens, or 32 credits if it is a
two-player game. When tokens are not on the board, they are your cash reserve. Place
all remaining tokens aside. This is the bank.
Randomly select a faction card. If you don’t like the faction you have, you can draw a
second card, but you’re stuck with the second faction you get.
Choose a starting base.
•
•
•
•

In a two-player game, select bases with “2” on them.
In a three-player game, select bases with “3” on them.
In a four-player game, select bases with “4” on them.
In a six-player game, select any base without a “3” on it.
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Choose a player to go first.

Play
General rule:
Round all fractions up.
Turn Sequence:
On your turn, you may activate all, some, or none of your ships in play. Each ship may
only be activated once, and must complete its actions before another ship is activated.
At the end of your turn, you may launch a ship from your home base, then collect your
income.
Activating ships:
When you activate a ship, that ship may move one space for every engine in its stack.
That ship may fire once for every weapon in its stack.
Moving:
A ship may move to any other unoccupied space that borders the space it is in. Most
spaces have six spaces bordering them.
Recycling:
You can move a ship on to your home base to disassemble it and add it to your cash
reserves.
Invasion:
If your opponent has no cash reserves, you may move an adjacent ship onto his or her
base. If you do, any ships he or she controls are sent to the bank and that player is out
of the game. That base becomes uncontrolled.
Firing:
Select a ship to fire at. Roll the die. Trace the shortest legal movement path to your
target. Count the number of empty spaces in this path. (If ships are adjacent, the
number of spaces is zero.) Subtract the number of empty spaces from the number you
rolled. Subtract one more point from your roll for each shield in the target ship’s stack.
Your total is the amount of damage your target takes.
Taking Damage:
When a ship you control takes damage, you must remove one credit from that ship’s
stack for each point of damage it takes.
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Example: You control a ship made of four engines and a weapon. That ship takes takes
three points of damage. You can either lose three engines (leaving you a ship with one
engine and one weapon), or you can cash the weapon in for engines (leaving you with a
ship made of six engines).
Firing at a Base:
This is just like attacking a ship, but shields in cash reserves do not reduce the damage
taken. Damage is taken from the target base’s cash reserves.
Launching Ships:
Assemble a ship with the credits in your cash reserves. You may make change with the
bank if you need to.
Building Ships:
•
•
•

Each engine lets your ship move once.
Each weapon lets you make an attack.
Each shield lets you ignore one point of damage.

Once you’ve assembled your ship, put one of your faction tokens on it, then put it on
your base and activate it. A newly-launched ship may not cross a territory border during
its first activation.
Clarifications and Exceptions:
•
•
•

In a two-player game, ships may cross any border except the one that is halfway
between the two bases.
In a three-player game, ships may cross black borders.
In a four-player game, ships from a base with a red “4” may not cross red borders
and ships from a base with a black “4” may not cross a black border.

Collecting Income:
Add one credit to your cash reserves at the end of your turn. Add an additional credit to
your cash reserves for every ship you have on an unowned base.
When your turn is finished, play passes to the left.

Winning
You’re out of the game if another player lands a ship on your home base or if you have
no ships in play and no credits in your cash reserves. The last player left in the game
wins.
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Variants
Takeover
When you invade a player’s home base, you gain control of any ships he or she had in
play at that time.
Spoils of War
When you take over a player’s home base, any ships he or she had in play at that time
go directly into your cash reserves.

Origin and Credits
My thanks to Ed McMillan for thinking of the game (way back in 1979) that I derived
MetalTalon from, and to Sharon for play testing and editing. Additional play tester thanks
to Shane Phillips for asking great questions that led to rules clarifications.
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Zoomers:
Every engine counts for 1.5
movement, rounded up.

Rebels:
Your opponent must land three ships in
your home base to win by invasion. The
Rebels’ special power overrides the “one
ship per space” movement restriction –
Ships can share a space when they’re
invading the Rebels’ base.

Warriors:
Add one to your attack rolls.

The Swarm:
Instead of launching a ship, you may split one
of your ship stacks in play into two stacks. One
ship must be in the space that the original
square occupied. The new ship stack must be
in an adjacent space. You may not make
change from cash reserves or the bank when
building your second ship.

Bankers:
You start with 20% more credits in
your cash reserves. (30 credits in a
25-credit game.)

Vamps:
When you deal three or more points of damage, you
may add up to three credits to your cash reserves.
You can’t gain credits that your opponent doesn’t
lose. For example, if you blast my one-credit ship to
smithereens with five points of damage, you only
gain one credit. You start with 20% fewer credits in
your cash reserves. (20 credits in a 25-credit game.)

Clovers:
You may spend one credit from
your cash reserves to re-roll a roll
you just made.

Adapters:
After a ship stack you control takes
damage, you may exchange
tokens in that ship stack for other
tokens of equal value.

Murphys:
You may spend two credits from
your cash reserves to force an
opponent to re-roll a roll he or she
just made.

Anarchists:
Your ships may cross any territory
boundary on their first activation.
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